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Abstract

Design of binary LDPC codes with very low error floors is still a significant problem. Progressive Edge-Growth

(P.E.G) original is a well known algorithm for constructing bipartite graphs with good girth properties. In this paper,

we propose a characterization of the trapping set TS(5,3) and a cost function in P.E.G that allows to build regular

girth 8 LDPC codes free of TS(5,3). We illustrate the interest of eliminating the trapping set TS(5,3) and minimizing

TS(6,4) with simulation results.

Index Terms

Error floor, Trapping sets, Progressive Edge-Growth (PEG), Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes, Tanner

graphs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of binary LDPC codes with very low error floors is still a significant problem [1], [2], e.g for point

to point satellite communication, magnetic or optical recording [3]. On noisy channels (e.g BSC or Bi-AWGN),

the error floor of iterative decoder of LDPC codes is due to the presence of trapping sets in the Tanner graph [4],

[5]. Therefore, the elimination of the most harmful trapping sets will optimize the code design procedure.

The original PEG algorithm [6] is a well known algorithm for constructing bipartite graphs, it builds up a Tanner

graph for LDPC code on an edge-by-edge basis and by maximizing the local girth. There are some improvements

in the PEG algorithm that allow avoiding the small stopping set [7], or minimize the number of cycles [8]–[10].

So far no attempt has been made to detect and avoid trapping sets using a PEG-like algorithm.

In this paper we propose a characterization of the trapping set TS(5,3) and TS(6,4) in the subgraph called tree

and a cost function in the PEG that allows to build regular girth 8 LDPC codes free of TS(5,3) and minimize
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TS(6,4). As a result our algorithm is able to construct an QC-LDPC code without TS(5, 3) with the cycles of

length 8.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we will introduce preliminaries; then the

characterization of trapping sets TS(5,3) and TS(6,4) is derived in Section III; furthermore in Section IV we will

describe the theorem for detect the trapping set in the tree, In Section V we describe our design algorithm using

RandPEG and the build of the QC-LDPC code with increase the number of block that form the cycle of length-8.

And finally, we will illustrate the use of our algorithm with simulation results.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

Let G denote the Tanner graph of an (N,K) binary LDPC code C of rate R = K/N , which consists of the

set of N variable nodes V and the set of M check nodes C. We will use roman alphabet to denote variable

nodes and Greek letters for check nodes. Two nodes are neighbors if there is an edge between them. The degree

of a node in G is the number of its neighbors in G. A code C represented by the graph G is said to be have a

regular column-weight dv if all variable nodes in V have the same degree dv . Equivalently, such code is said to

be dv-variable-node regular or just dv-variable regular. The set of neighbors of a node u is denoted as Nu and NU
denotes the set of neighbors of all u ∈ U . A path in G is a finite sequence of distinct vertices (variables or checks)

u0, . . . , uk such that ui−1 and ui are neighbors for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Two paths are distinct if they differ in at least one

node. A k-cycle or cycle of length k in G is a path u0, . . . , uk in G with u0 = uk. Clearly in a bipartite graph G,

k must be even. The girth g of G is the length of shortest cycle in G. Cdv,g denotes an ensemble of dv-variable

regular codes with girth g.

We begin by providing the definition of a trapping set as originally defined by Richardson in [4].

Definition 1: Given a decoder input y, a trapping set (TS) for an iterative decoder denoted by T(y) is a non-

empty set of variable nodes in G that are not corrected at the end of a given number of iterations.

A common notation used to denote a TS is (a, b), where a = |T|, and b is the number of odd-degree check nodes

in the subgraph induced by the set of variable nodes T. Let T (a, b) denote the bipartite graph associated with an

(a, b) TS, where a is the number of variable nodes and b is the number of odd-degree check nodes present in the

graph. A graph G contains an (a, b) TS of type T if there exists a subset of variable nodes T in G whose induced

subgraph is isomorphic to T (a, b). A TS is said to be elementary if T contains only degree-one and/or degree-two

check nodes. Otherwise it is non-elementary. Throughout this paper, we restrict our focus to elementary trapping

sets, since they are known to be dominant in the error floor [4], [5]. Henceforth, for convenience, whenever we

refer to a TS, we will implicitly refer to its topological structure T . Clearly the (a, b) notation is not sufficient

to describe a topology of a trapping set as there can be many nonisomorphic graphs with a variable nodes and

b odd-degree check nodes. However listing all nonisomorphic graphs is intractable when a is large, thus in this

paper we use the notation which enumerates the distinct cycles in a subgraph. Let T contains g2k (2k)-cycles,

where k ≥ 2, then the trapping set associated with T is said to be of type TS(a, b,
∏
k≥2(2k)

g2k). We also use the
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notation T (a, b,
∏
k≥2(2k)

g2k) to say that a graph G contains an (a, b,
∏
k≥2(2k)

g2k) TS of type T if there exists

a subset of variable nodes T in G whose induced subgraph is isomorphic to T (a, b,
∏
k≥2(2k)

g2k).

An best method for constructing Tanner graphs having a large girth is Progressive-Edge-Growth (PEG) algorithm

[6], [8], [10]. This method is based on edge-by-edge manner. For a given variable node v, a new edge is created by

a subgraph spreading from v within depth-k. k depends of the target girth [9], and the subgraph is called depth-k

tree. The graph with new edge is updated for the determination of the next edge. We denote the set of all check

nodes neighbors in depth-k tree by Mk
v , and Mk

v the complementary set.

Definition 2: Let T kv (G) be a depth-k tree for the variable node v of a Tanner graph G. The variable nodes of

T kv (G) are copies of the variable nodes of G , and the check nodes of T kv (G) are copies of the check nodes of G.

When there is no ambiguity we will shorten the notation and use T kv when the graph is specified, Tv when the depth

is specified. A tree of H , a subgraph of a Tanner graph G is denoted by T kv (H). We draw a tree of depth k as a tree

with 2k + 1 levels, labeled from [0, 2k], where the 0th level consists only of the root node, even-numbered levels

contains only variable nodes, and odd-numbered levels contains only check nodes. From the definition, different

copies of a variable node can be at different levels in Tv . Let Tv contain m copies of a node u, denoted as ulii ,

1 ≤ i ≤ m, where li is the level of the i-th copy.

Locally, the tree looks like the Tanner graph G. Consider now a depth-k tree, Tv , of the variable node v.

Definition 3: A vertex w ∈ Tv(G) is said to be an ascendant of a vertex u ∈ Tv(G) if there exists a path starting

from the vertex u to the root v that traverses through vertex w. The set of all ascendants variable nodes of the

vertex u in Tv is denoted as A(u). For a given vertex set U , ATv(G)(U) denotes the set of ascendants variable

nodes of all u ∈ U .

When there is no ambiguity, we will shorten the notation and use A(u) or ATv
(u) instead of ATv(G)(u). We use

A(U) in a similar fashion.

Definition 4: A vertex w ∈ Tv is said to be a parent of a vertex u ∈ Tv if w is directly connected to u along

the path traversing to the root. Again, it is clear that w ∈ Nu.

Definition 5: A vertex w ∈ Tv(G) is said to be a descendant of a vertex u ∈ Tv(G) if there exists a path starting

from vertex w to the root v that traverses through vertex u. The set of all descendants of the vertex u in Tv is

denoted as D(u). For a given vertex set U , DTv(G)(U) denotes the set of descendants of all u ∈ U . A vertex

w ∈ Tv is said to be a child of a vertex u ∈ Tv if w is directly connected to u along the path traversing to the

root. Clearly, w ∈ Nu. A vertex that does not have any child nodes in Tv is called a leaf node.

III. COMBINATORIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF (5, 3) AND (6, 4) TRAPPING SETS

Consider Cdv,g codes, with dv = 3 and g = 8. [4], [5], [11]. The trapping sets are formed by combination

of several cycles. TS can be differentiate by the number of distinct cycles and variable nodes in common on the

distinct cycles that form TS.

Lemma 1: There are no non-elementary trapping sets of the type T (5, 3, 83).
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Theorem 1: Let T be a subgraph associated with an elementary TS(5, 3, 83). Then T can be only this topologie:

any two cycles of 8-cycles in T have exactly three variable nodes in common.

Theorem 2: Let T be a subgraph associated with an elementary TS(6, 4, 82, 12). Then T can be only this

topologie: any two cycles of 8-cycles in T have exactly two variable nodes in common.

Theorem 3: Let T be a subgraph associated with an elementary TS(6, 4, 81, 102). Then T can be only this

topologie: any two cycles of 10-cycles in T have exactly four variable nodes in common.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. TS(5, 3, 83) ; TS(6, 4, 82, 12) ; TS(6, 4, 81, 102) respectively

IV. MAIN THEOREM

In PEG algorithm, TS can be predicted for a new edge when we use copies of check nodes c with their apparition

levels and the variable nodes in common on the distinct paths v, ....., clii in Tv .

Theorem 4: Let Tv contain m copies of a check node c, the maximum number of cycles that contains c is

η =
(
m
2

)
. If we chose to connect v and c for the new edge then the maximum number of cycles for a new structure

is η +m = m(m+1)
2 .

Lemma 2: For detecting a combination of α cycles in Tv , we need a check node c that have m copies with

m = b−1+
√
1+8α

2 c.

Lemma 3: For detecting a combination of three cycles, we need a check node c that have at least two copies in

Tv .

Theorem 5: Let v a variable node of the elementary trapping set and c a check node in Tv with m copies denoted

clii 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The length of cycle formed by two distinct paths v, ..., cl11 and v, ...., cl22 in Tv is defined as follows:

• g = l1 + l2 + 6− 4n, if cl11 and cl22 have same parent.

• g = l1 + l2 + 4− 4n, if cl11 and cl22 have not same parent.

Where n is the number of variable-nodes in common to the 2 paths (ie. n = |A(cl11 )
⋂
A(cl22 )|).

Theorem 6: Let C3,8, for each and every variable node v a trapping-set TS(5, 3, 83) is detected in Tv if and only

if there exists at least 2 copies of check node c denoted by c71, c
7
2 with the same parent, for which the path v, ..., c71

and the path v, ...., c72 in Tv have three common variable nodes (ie. |A(c71)
⋂
A(c72)| = 3).
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Theorem 7: Let C3,8, for each and every variable node v a trapping-set TS(6, 4, 82, 121) is detected in Tv if and

only if we have one of two case:

• there exists at least 2 copies of check node c denoted by c71, c
11
2 with the same parent, for which the path

v, ..., c71 and the path v, ...., c112 in Tv have four common variable nodes (ie. |A(c71)
⋂
A(c112 )| = 4).

• there exists at least 2 copies of check node c denoted by c71, c
7
2 with the same parent, for which the path

v, ..., c71 and the path v, ...., c72 in Tv have two common variable nodes (ie. |A(c71)
⋂
A(c72)| = 2).

Theorem 8: Let C3,8, for each and every variable node v a trapping-set TS(6, 4, 81, 101) is detected in Tv if and

only if we have one of two case:

• there exists at least 2 copies of check node c denoted by c71, c
9
2 with the same parent, for which the path

v, ..., c71 and the path v, ...., c92 in Tv have three common variable nodes (ie. |A(c71)
⋂
A(c92)| = 3).

• there exists at least 2 copies of check node c denoted by c91, c
9
2 with the same parent, for which the path

v, ..., c91 and the path v, ...., c92 in Tv have four common variable nodes (ie. |A(c91)
⋂
A(c92)| = 4).

V. DESIGN ALGORITHM USING RANDPEG

In this section, we briefly review PEG algorithm and the RandPEG algorithm proposed by Venkiah and al. [9],

then describe our improvement made on the RandPEG algorithm. Our improvement is essentially to add a new

constraint in the objective function [9] of RandPEG. This constraint itself consists in detecting the tapping-set

TS(5, 3), TS(6, 4), removing all check nodes that create trapping set TS(5,3) and minimizing the trapping-set

TS(6, 4).

The original PEG algorithm [8] is a procedure for constructing a bipartite graph in an edge by edge manner,

where the selection of each new edge aims at minimizing the impact on the girth: at each step the local girth is

maximized [6], [8]. The RandPEG algorithm [9] is a improvement of the PEG algorithm, and allows the construction

of LDPC code with a target girth g while minimizing the number of cycles created at each stage of construction

but it does not take into account the trapping set in the objective function.

Let C3,8, we seek to construct of LDPC codes without trapping sets (5,3). When the construction tree is spread

up to a depth truncated kmax ≥ 3, the cost function restricts the set of check nodes candidates as follows:

• if Mkmax

v 6= ∅, discard all check nodes that are at least once a depth < 3 (ie. level < 7) in the tree. We only

create cycles of size ≥ 8.

• For each remaining check node cm, compute nbtrappingm[i]0≤i≤1, the number of trapping set TS(5,3) and

TS(6,4) that would be created if c is selected. Discard all check node that would create trapping sets TS(5,3)

i.e nbtrappingm[0] 6= 0 and all check-nodes that create more than minm(nbtrappingm[1]).

• For each remaining check node cm, compute nbCyclesm, the number of cycles that would be created if cm

is selected. Discard all check nodes that would create more than minm(nbCyclesm).

• Compute dminc , the lowest degree of all remaining check nodes. Discard all check nodes with current degree

dc > dminc .

At this point, the algorithm randomly samples among the remaining check nodes.
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the upper-bound L for different values of dc in QC-LDPC code and we illustrate the

efficiency of our improvement by the simulation of error performance. In our simulation, we use dv = 3, gt = 8.

Fossorier in [12] suggest a ”guest-and-test” and Y. Wang & al. suggest ”Hill-climbing” in [13]. These methods do

not take into account the trapping-sets. We compare the upper bound Lmin for regulars QC-LDPC codes without

TS(5, 3) with ”guest-and-test” and ”Hill-climbing” in table I.

dc 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Guest-and-test 9 14 18 21 26 33 39

Hill-climbing 9 3 18 21 25 30 35

RandPEG 9 13 18 21 25 31 37

RandPEG-TS(5,3) 12 18 23 31 40 52 65

TABLE I

SMALLEST VALUE OF Lmin FOR (3,dc)-REGULAR QC-LDPC CODES WITH GIRTH gt = 8

In table II we compare the number of cycles and trapping sets between RandPEG and RandPEG without (5,3)

where Lmin is constant.

L 12 18 23 31 40 52

dc 4 5 6 7 8 9

#cycle− 8 (RandPEG) 264 756 1704 3379 5820

#cycle− 8 (RandPEG-TS(5,3)) 276 720 1764 3255 5820

#TS(5, 3) (RandPEG) 48 108 216 279 360

#TS(5, 3) (RandPEG-TS(5,3)) 0 0 0 0 0 0

#TS(6, 4; 82, 12) (RandPEG) 864 2142 5568 12307 21200

#TS(6, 4; 82, 12) (RandPEG TS(5,3)) 936 1998 6792 10850 22280

#TS(7, 3; 83, 124) (RandPEG) 408 900 2136 4557 6960

#TS(7, 3; 83, 124) (RandPEG TS(5,3)) 624 666 3072 4774 8040

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF RANDPEG AND RANDPEG WITHOUT TS(5,3): CONSTANT SIZE

For illustrate the performance of the QC-LDPC code, we compare our results with the Tanner code L = 31,

dc = 5 in table III.

The error performance is better when the LDPC codes have not trapping-set TS(5,3) and the trapping set TS(5,3)

is more harmful.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

In this paper we proposed some improvement on the RandPEG algorithm. Our improvement is to detect the

trapping-set TS(5, 3) and TS(6, 4) then delete TS(5, 3) and minimizing TS(6, 4). We demonstrated the efficiency
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Tanner RandPEG RandPEG without TS(5,3)

#cycle− 8 465 620 496

#cycle− 10 3720 3348 3596

#TS(5, 3) 155 31 0

#TS(6, 4; 82, 12) 0 930 651

#TS(6, 4; 8, 102) 930 992 713

#TS(6, 4) 930 1922 1364

#TS(7, 3; 83, 124) 0 186 31

#TS(7, 3; 82, 103, 12, 14) 0 433 248

#TS(7, 3; 82, 102, 142) 930 93 0

#TS(7, 3) 930 712 279

TABLE III

COMPARISON TANNER, RANDPEG AND RANDPEG WITHOUT TS(5,3) FOR L = 31, dv = 3, dc = 5

of our improvement by simulation with Belief-Propagation algorithm.

APPENDIX A

PROOF LEMMA 1

Proof: Let C3,8, a 8 − cycle contains 4 variable nodes with 8 neighbors check nodes such as 4 check nodes

have degree one and the 4 others check nodes have degree two. Adding a new variable node that gives a new

8-cycle implies 2 check nodes along the 4 check nodes of degree two form edges with new variable. Hence T (5, 3)

contains only degree-one and/or degree-two check nodes

APPENDIX B

PROOF THEOREM 4

Proof: Let Tv contains m copies of check node c, the maximum number of cycles that contains c is η =
(
m
2

)
= m(m−1)

2 , if we chose to connect v and c we have η +m = m(m−1)
2 +m = m(m+1)

2 cycles.

APPENDIX C

PROOF LEMMA 2 & LEMMA 3

Proof: For a combination of α cycles, we have : α ≥ m(m+1)
2 ⇒ m = b−1+

√
1+8α

2 c.

For a combination of three cycles, α = 3 ⇒ m = b−1+
√
1+8∗3
2 c = 2

APPENDIX D

PROOF THEOREM 5

Proof: Assume that there is m copies of check-node c in Tv . Let two copies of c denoted by cl11 , cl22

respectively, A(clii ) the set of all ascendants variable nodes of clii and n the number of variable nodes in common
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Fig. 2. Bit Error Rate with Belief Propagation decoding with L = 31, dc = 5, dv = 3 (100 iterations)

between A(cl11 ) and A(cl22 ) ie. n = |A(cl11 )
⋂
A(cl22 )|. The number of variable nodes in the set A(cl11 )

⋃
A(cl22 ) is,

|A(cl11 )
⋃
A(cl22 )| = l1+1

2 + l2+1
2 − n = l1+l2+2−2n

2

• if cl11 and cl22 have the same parent there is two variable node among the variable nodes in common which

belongs to the set of variable nodes that form the cycle hence we have l1+l2+2−2n
2 − (n− 2) variable nodes

to the cycle, and the length of this cycle is g = 2 l1+l2+6−4n
2 = l1 + l2 + 6− 4n.

• if cl11 and cl22 have not the same parent hence we have l1+l2+2−2n
2 − (n− 1) variable nodes to the cycle, and

the length of this cycle is g = 2 l1+l2+4−4n
2 = l1 + l2 + 4− 4n
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APPENDIX E

PROOF THEOREM 6

Proof: A TS(5, 3, 83) is composed by three cycles. Let C3,8 and Tv contain m copies of a check-node c such

as two copies are denoted by cl11 and cl22 . For the elementary trapping set all check nodes have two degree two

neighboors at maximum hence if cl11 and cl22 have not the same parent the trapping set is not elementary.

Let g1 = l1 + 1, g2 = l2 + 1, and n the number of variable nodes in common between A(cl11 ) and A(cl22 ) ie.

n = |A(cl11 )
⋂
A(cl22 )|.

• l1 6= 7 (resp. l2 6= 7) ⇒ g1 6= 8 (resp. g2 6= 8). Hence there is no TS(5, 3, 83)

• For l1 = 7 and l2 = 7, the length of cycle formed by two distinct paths v, ..., c71 and v, ..., c72 is:

g = 7 + 7 + 6− 4n Theorem 5

g = 20− 4n

n 6= 3 ⇒ g 6= 8

n = 3 ⇒ g = 8, and |A(c71)
⋃
A(c72)| = 5

Hence we have a TS(5, 3, 83), if l1 = l2 = 7, and n = 3. In the figure 3 the symbol nodes v1, v3, v5 have the same

configuration and v2, v4 have the same configuration also. We illustrate the different case to obtain the TS(5, 3).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. New edge giving TS(5, 3, 83), - - -

APPENDIX F

PROOF THEOREM 7

Proof: A TS(6, 4, 82, 121) is composed by three cycles. Let C3,8 and Tv contain m copies of a check-node c

such as two copies are denoted by cl11 and cl22 . For the elementary trapping set all check nodes have two degree

two neighboors at maximum hence if cl11 and cl22 have not the same parent the trapping set is not elementary.

Let g1 = l1 + 1, g2 = l2 + 1, and n the number of variable nodes in common between A(cl11 ) and A(cl22 ) ie.

n = |A(cl11 )
⋂
A(cl22 )|. (6, 4, 82, 121) contains two 8-cycles and one 12-cycle hence there is two case levels for c:

• Case one: (l1 = 7, l2 = 11) hence (g1 = 8, g2 = 12) or (l1 = 11, l2 = 7) hence (g1 = 12, g2 = 8), the length

of cycle formed by two distinct path v, ...., cl11 and v, ..., cl22 is:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. depth-7 tree of two subgraphs respectively

g = 7 + 11 + 6− 4n = 24− 4n

n 6= 4 ⇒ g 6= 8

n = 4 ⇒ g = 8 and |A(cl11 )
⋃
A(cl22 )| = 6

• Case two: (l1 = l2 = 7) hence (g1 = g2 = 8), the length of cycle formed by two distinct path v, ...., cl11 and

v, ..., cl22 is:

g = 7 + 7 + 6− 4n = 20− 4n

n 6= 2 ⇒ g 6= 12

n = 2 ⇒ g = 12 and |A(cl11 )
⋃
A(cl22 )| = 6

APPENDIX G

PROOF THEOREM 8

Proof: A TS(6, 4, 81, 102) is composed by three cycles. Let C3,8 and Tv contain m copies of a check-node c

such as two copies are denoted by cl11 and cl22 . For the elementary trapping set all check nodes have two degree

two neighboors at maximum hence if cl11 and cl22 have not the same parent the trapping set is not elementary.

Let g1 = l1 + 1, g2 = l2 + 1, and n the number of variable nodes in common between A(cl11 ) and A(cl22 ) ie.

n = |A(cl11 )
⋂
A(cl22 )|. (6, 4, 81, 102) contains one 8-cycle and two 10-cycles hence there is two case levels for c:

• Case one: (l1 = 7, l2 = 9) hence (g1 = 8, g2 = 10) or (l1 = 9, l2 = 7) hence (g1 = 10, g2 = 8), the length of

cycle formed by two distinct path v, ...., cl11 and v, ..., cl22 is:

g = 7 + 9 + 6− 4n = 22− 4n
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n 6= 3 ⇒ g 6= 10

n = 3 ⇒ g = 10 and |A(cl11 )
⋃
A(cl22 )| = 6

• Case two: (l1 = l2 = 9) hence (g1 = g2 = 10), the length of cycle formed by two distinct path v, ...., cl11 and

v, ..., cl22 is:

g = 9 + 9 + 6− 4n = 24− 4n

n 6= 4 ⇒ g 6= 8

n = 4 ⇒ g = 8 and |A(cl11 )
⋃
A(cl22 )| = 6
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